The interior oil fraction in a microcapsule, defined as the ratio of the volume of oil isolated from the microcapsule surface to the whole volume of the microcapsule, was statistically calculated based on a two-dimensional percolation model. As the entire oil fraction increased, the interior oil fraction first increased and then sharply declined after reaching a maximum value. It was demonstrated that reduction of the oil-droplet size was effective in the preparation of microcapsules with a high interior oil fraction.
◇◇◇ Note ◇◇◇
Introduction
Much attention has been paid to the use of polyunsaturated lipids as functional food materials because of their physiological functionality [1] . However, the high susceptibility of lipids to oxidation due to their high level of unsaturation presents an obstruction to their use [2] . A potential method for suppressing or retarding lipid oxidation is microencapsulation into a dehydrated matrix [3] [4] [5] . Microencapsulation involves two steps: one is emulsification of lipid (or oil) with a dense aqueous solution of wall material, and the other is dehydration of the resultant oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion to prepare microcapsules. The entire oil content is designated as the volumetric fraction occupied with oil within the microcapsule, and the surface oil content of a microcapsule is defined as the fraction of oil exposed on the surface of the microcapsule to the entire oil content of the microcapsule. There is demand for encapsulating as much oil as possible within a microcapsule, in order to realize a higher entire oil fraction. However, the surface oil content is usually higher for microcapsules with higher entire oil fractions [6] [7] [8] . It has been demonstrated experimentally that the surface oil content was lower for an O/W emulsion with smaller oil droplets [9, 10] . We also investigated this fact using two-and three-dimensional models of percolation [11] . Because the oil exposed on the surface of the microcapsule is prone to oxidation, it would be desirable to prepare microcapsules that have a higher volumetric fraction of oil isolated from the surface. Such a fraction is designated here as an interior oil fraction.
In this study, the interior oil fraction was examined for microcapsules containing various entire oil fractions and oil-droplet sizes by simulation of a two-dimensional percolation model.
Theoretical Considerations
Although a microcapsule is a three-dimensional object and a three-dimensional percolation model is applicable, a two-dimensional percolation model was adopted in this study because of the limited memor y of the personal computer used for simulation and the similarities between the two-and three-dimensional models of per- Kohshi KIKUCHI, Shuichi YAMAMOTO, Hirokazu SHIGA, Hidefumi YOSHII, Shuji ADACHI 304 colation, which have been shown in our previous report [11] . A square was divided into N×N equal lattices, where N was the number by which a side of the square was divided. The term 1/N corresponded to the oil-droplet to microcapsule size ratio. The lattices occupied by oil were determined by the same statistical method as in our previous report [11] . Using the example shown in Fig. 1 where a side has been divided into 20 parts, the method is briefly explained. When a random number between 0 and 1 generated for a lattice was smaller than the entire oil fraction in a microcapsule, the lattice was regarded as being occupied by the oil and shaded in black or gray.
The oil in the lattices shaded black was regarded as surface oil if the lattices were connected to one of the four sides of the square via the lattice side. On the other hand, the oil in the lattices shaded gray was isolated. The surface oil content was defined as the ratio of the number of the black-shaded lattices to the sum of the blackand gray-shaded lattices. In the case of Fig. 1 , the content was calculated to be 38/133＝0.286. The entire oil fraction was calculated as the ratio of the number of the black-and gray-shaded lattices to all the lattices, that is, (38＋95)/400＝0.333. The interior oil fraction was defined as the ratio of the number of the gray lattices to all the lattices, that is, 95/400＝0.238. The simulation was conducted at least 250 times with specified conditions of the entire oil fraction and N value, and the average values and standard deviations were calculated for the surface oil content and the interior oil fraction. Figure 2 shows the surface oil contents and the interior oil fractions at various entire oil fractions for N＝50 and 2500. The surface oil content was higher at a larger entire oil fraction, and it sharply increased at fractions larger than a certain value (ca. 0.4 for N＝50, 0.6 for N＝ 2500). As indicated in our previous study [11] , the surface oil content became very low for a large N value, that is, for small oil droplets. The interior oil fraction gradually increased, reached a maximum value, and then markedly declined to zero as the entire oil fraction became larger. The maximum value of the interior oil fraction was larger for N＝2500 than N＝50. The entire oil fraction at the maximum interior oil fraction was also larger for N＝2500 than N＝50. These facts indicated that the reduction of the oil-droplet size would enable us to prepare microcapsules in which a large amount of oil was isolated from the surface and would be protected from oxidation.
Results and Discussion
The effect of oil-droplet size, expressed by 1/N, on the maximum interior oil fraction was examined (Fig. 3) . The surface oil content and the entire oil fraction at the maximum interior oil fraction are also shown in the figure.
The maximum interior oil fraction became larger as 1/N became smaller, that is, for smaller oil droplets in the microcapsule. The entire oil fraction and the surface oil The above-mentioned simulations indicated that reduction of oil-droplet size was effective for the preparation of microcapsules with a high interior oil fraction.
Excessive reduction of size was not necessary, and there was a critical entire oil content at which the interior oil fraction reached a maximum value, beyond which the interior oil fraction sharply decreased.
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